Across
3. It doesn't have something that some bacteria produce dormant, tough, and non-reproductive structure.
5. How many rads can it withstand?
8. Can survive against
9. Because of its abilities, It has been theories to originate from where?
11. Deinococcus radiodurans Genome has a unique structure
13. Has a high degree of an ability that it's famous for

Down
1. Both you and Deinococcus radiodurans have it but also important to the dna
2. It is capable process by which DNA derived from one cell can be taken up by another cell and integrated into the recipient genome by homologous recombination
4. What atoms does it use to derive energy from organic compounds in its environment
6. Has something in its cell wall that most archaea have
7. Are measured in what units
14. Has been known to use something complex as antioxidants to protect itself against radiation damage

10. Can repair what?
12. Waste Have been known to be founded in dangerous human created materials